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No one would have believed in the early years of the twenty-first century that human affairs were being played out as 

though it were the Dark Ages. (Can you tell I’m reading H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds?) I am of course referring to the 
Mary MacKillop mania that swept the nation. It was stifling, saintly saturation. The Catholic Church is obviously    
thankful to the Australian taxpayer for the handouts. We South Australians were slugged twice. A storm swept through 
the town of Penola, where Mary had a little school and Nature decided to show it who is boss. The Premier, Mike Rann, 
instantly bestowed $200,000 for repairs.  
 

Mary MacKillop is now Saint Mary because she miraculously cured two incurable health situations. Did anyone in the 
Roman Catholic Church notice that all the Vatican requires is for a doctor to say the person’s ‘cure’ was unexplainable? 
Did anyone in the Roman Catholic Church notice that unexplainable does not therefore mean miraculous? Did anyone in 
the Roman Catholic Church remember what century we are living in? 
 

As usual the Catholic Church gives atheism a huge boost every time one of its spokesmen opens his mouth.   
 

Still continuing on the track of which century we are living in, the AFA was invited to participate in a debate at the   

University of Western Sydney by the Western Sydney Muslim Students’ Association. Read all about it, beginning on 

page 18, to understand my reference to which century we are living in.   
 

While I’m talking about centuries I’ll quietly lead into another date theme. This time it is about that end-of-year        
celebration of which some folks partake. Yes, it’s Christmyth season. This year you can fill your cart with the latest 
Atheist Foundation merchandise. There will be something for the whole family including Fido and Fluffy. 
 

Finally, it has been a wonderful year for atheism and the Atheist Foundation of Australia. Many of us have new-found 
friends or met old friends in the flesh through the Global Atheist Convention.  The Forum continues to grow and is ably 
moderated by a wonderful bunch of people.  We have new committee members full of ideas and energy. As always our 
PR Team responds admirably to many, many emails.   
 

We could not have done all of the work without the support, both financial and otherwise, of our members. On behalf of 
the committee I extend our sincere thanks to everyone. 
 

I know it’s a bit early but Happy Summer Solstice!   
 

See you all in 2011. 
 

PS. If you are not receiving emails from us it means we don’t have your current address.   
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Enrolment Enquiries: 
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T: 02 9299 6788  
F: 02 9299 7879 
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A 21st Century Grammar School 
 

Founded this century, Macquarie Grammar School is uniquely attuned to the needs 
and aspirations of young students. We offer students from all walks of life the opportunity    
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♦ HSC and Tertiary Entrance Specialists 
♦ Professional CBD surroundings to inspire young adults 
♦ Some of the most qualified teachers in NSW 
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♦ Personal academic attention 

♦ Open to all Australians 
♦ The Fair Go Scholarship Programme 

♦ World-class facilities that don’t cost extra 

♦ Fees totally invested in students' learning 

♦ True independence, financial strength 

♦ TAPping their potential: The Macquarie Tertiary Application Programme 
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I  have been an atheist for some sixty years after a conventional Christian upbringing followed by a lot of reading, 
thinking and discussion. I have always experienced my atheism as something positive and liberating. That is, until I 
joined the AFA and started reading THE AUSTRALIAN ATHEIST. I was taken aback by the adversarial tone radiating 
from so many of its articles. Why all the debates, arguments?  
 

Let us start with the statement that atheism is merely the acceptance that “there is no credible scientific or factually     
reliable evidence for the existence of God, gods or the supernatural”. Several of my theist friends would argue: “Fine, 
there may be no such evidence but I still believe in God”. The statement by itself just doesn’t hack it for me: I need to 
take another positive step. For me this step has been to decide that I do not believe in a god. How did I get there? 
 

Let us start with the science. Things seemed so clear-cut in Newton’s day. Newton’s universe was like an intricate     
ueber-clockwork. Once set in motion, stars and planets would forever remain in uniform circular motion like a           
perpetuum mobile. Time was nicely linear. A prerequisite was, of course, an initial impetus to set this clockwork in    
motion. No wonder this was where Newton put his god. 
 

How radically has our view of the universe changed since then. Einstein has shown us the vagaries of time, Planck    
removed the distinction between matter and energy. Heisenberg showed us that we can’t observe any process without 
interfering in the results. The more we look into the universe the more we see movement, interconnectedness, change 
and evolution. Galaxies form and disappear, as do black holes. There may be wormholes, parallel universes. Not even 
the laws of physics appear to remain constant. In short, we are face to face with a cosmic swirl of matter and energy 
where nothing ever remains static. It can be expressed more clearly in terms of verbs rather than nouns: moving,     
changing, evolving, interacting. Chaos theory helps us by depicting a world in which nothing is random and everything 
is interrelated. The interconnections are simply too manyfold and complicated for the human brain to logically comprehend. 
 

Fortunately humans aren’t just all logic and frontal lobes. We also have an older more animal-like part of the brain, the 
seat of emotions like love, hate, compassion, hope, fear, wonder. This part of our brain helps us cope with situations we 
can’t logically reason out. I can’t logically argue with my cat Schroedinger but emotionally we can certainly relate to 
each other. Perhaps by using as much of our brain as possible we can form our own idea of the world, a philosophy 
which we can live comfortably. 
 

Conventional religious scripture depicts a static god — who may be either compassionate or jealous and avenging,    
depending on the book you read — and a completed (i.e. static) creation. Humans are placed on the world but remain 
essentially separate from it, like a Newtonian observer. In my view of the universe there is no place for anything static. 
Everything moves, changes, evolves, interacts. Humankind, far from standing apart, is an integral part of this universe 
and interacts with it in all kind of ways. To me it is a wondrous place and I am happy to be part of it. 
 

Atheism to me is positive, challenging and liberating. Challenging because it is up to me to live positively and           
responsibly. There is no god to bail me out if I should err; I have to live with the consequences if I do wrong. It means to 
be my own refuge; who else can be my refuge? It is liberating because I don’t have an immortal soul to worry about. 
There is no sin, there are just bad actions and attitudes. 
 

In my world where everything evolves, changes and interrelates there is no black or white. Hence I see no place for   
polarised debates. Debates — like wars — never change anything. Each side will put the other side’s arguments aside as 
stupid or irrelevant and then will carry on business as before. Anyhow, my life philosophy is strictly my own and who 
am I to argue that my view of the world is superior to anyone else’s? 
 

I feel it is important for each of us atheists first and foremost to become sure and confident about who we are and what 
we are. Once we have reached this stage we can concentrate on the positive aspects of our philosophy without the need 
for confrontation and point scoring. 
 

Returning then — at last — to THE AUSTRALIAN ATHEIST, I would like to see more contributions highlighting the   
positive aspects of atheism, and how we can use our collective strength to make our society a better one. The             
acrimonious debates about who is right, I think, can be safely left in the hands of the warring legions of scripture     
bashers. After all, they have had centuries of experience at it.  
 
Fred Backer 

LLettersetters  toto  the the EEditorditor  
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H ello, 
 
I am a senior high school student 
who is doing an assignment on    
different views on ethical issues. I 
have chosen an atheist perspective 
and although I have found information 
on the direct view of issues such as 
war, I am struggling to find a       
response to a more narrow issue.  
 
The focus I have chosen is the     
advancement in military technologies 
(such as nuclear weapons and other 
computerised weapons), which limit 
the face-to-face experience that war 
in the past worked on. What I would 
ask is for a brief statement on what 
the Atheist Foundation of Australia 
thinks of this matter. 
 
I thank you again for your             
co-operation and look forward to 
hearing a response. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
Nik 
 
 

H  ello Nik. 
 
Thank you for your enquiry and for 
posing such a poignant question. My 
name is Jac and I am a member of 
the Atheist Foundation of Australia 
(AFA). The AFA has a clear position 
on a number of ethical/moral issues 
and is often able to provide ‘ready 
made’ statements on demand.    
However, your (excellent) question 
is of a much more specific nature 
and as such, cannot be answered with 
a simple ‘blanket’ AFA statement.    
But I might be able to help by giving 
you a point of view that I believe to be 
representative of the AFA membership 
and perhaps atheists generally. 
 
Ethics, as a branch of philosophical 
thinking about moral problems and 
moral judgments, is of utmost       
importance in any discussion on the 

issue of war. Warfare, after all,    
involves not only the killing and 
maiming of fellow human beings, 
but it often involves the destruction 
of infrastructure, civilisations and 
cultures, as well as the natural     
landscape, and — often overlooked 
— immense suffering and death of 
countless non-human creatures also 
caught-up in the vortex of human 
violence. And then there are the  
inevitable ‘by-products’ of warfare: 
plunder, rape, torture, deprivation, 
imprisonment, starvation, and      
enslavement. Clearly, any reasonable, 
thinking and mentally healthy person 
would regard warfare is immoral. 
Arguments are often advanced that 
under certain circumstances war can 
be justified: but that’s another big 
issue and won’t occupy us here. 
 
So thence to your question, which, if 
I am paraphrasing it correctly, asks: 
Does military technology in which 
face to face encounters are limited, 
deepen the immorality of warfare? I 
think the answer is yes. If one     
considers warfare at a tribal level, 
many wars, although deadly at 
times, were more likely to be in the 
form of a skirmish, which involved 
hand-to-hand combat or the use of 
relatively ‘unreliable’ weaponry. 
You would have been able to look 
your adversaries in the eye; you 
would hear his breathing and smell 
his sweat (or blood). Perhaps not in 
the heat of the battle but afterwards, 
you’d be able hear and see the      
suffering of the injured and the    
dying. A frightening experience and 
a disincentive for further encounters, 
to be sure. And even for the victors, 
injuries and deaths would have    
serious repercussions and be tribally 
debilitating. A good reason, I     
imagine, for the avoidance of      
warfare — for both the aggressing 
party as well as the defenders. 
 
It is not hard to imagine how, over 
t he  cen tur ie s ,  inc reas ingly            
sophisticated weaponry would have 

increasingly alienated combatants 
from one another. In addition, more 
sophisticated weaponry has made 
possible the killing and maiming of a 
greater number of people —        
including non-combatants — in a 
‘single shot’. I suspect that when one 
distance’s oneself from one’s       
victims, killing is easier, because the 
instinctive empathy we feel for the 
suffering of others is no longer    
operational. We may know we 
caused harm, but knowing is not as 
effective a prophylactic against    
inflicting harm as actually seeing 
and hearing our victims squirm in 
agony. 
 
Physical distance gives way to    
emotional distance. It’s the reason, I 
believe, why we can carelessly allow 
thousands of people suffer and die 
from malnutrition and starvation and 
simple, treatable diseases every day 
— in remote parts of the world — 
whilst we spare no effort or expense 
in treating a local child with a minor 
head injury. It’s possibly also the 
r ea son  wh y we  a l l ow an               
unimaginable amount of torment, 
torture, pain and suffering to literally 
millions of animals everyday — as 
long as it stays out of our sight — 
and as long as the end product is 
nicely presented on a polystyrene 
tray. I think the process of             
de-sensitising comes from distancing 
and insulating ourselves from the 
horrors of pain and suffering. This is 
undoubtedly morally indefensible 
and clearly deserving of serious and 
urgent discourse if humans are ever 
to become a truly noble entity. 
 
Best wishes with your assignment 
and I trust I’ve been of some help. 
 
Please feel free to write again. 
 
Jac. 
Public Relations Team 
Atheist Foundation of Australia 
 

FFrom the rom the IInboxnbox  



DavidDavidDavidDavid 
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G reetings, 
 

The Catholic Church came out with all ethereal guns blazing in the line up to the canonising of Mary MacKillop. The 
over-the-top blanket coverage of the miracle merriment even had parts of the conservative media being apologetic about 
the excessiveness. The AFA did seventeen interviews on various radio stations, countering the monopoly supporting the 
Catholic side of the story. As I stated very clearly, and without any embarrassment whatsoever, the whole shebang 
reeked of modern-day witchcraft. 
 

The Sydney Morning Herald asked for exclusive rights to an AFA media release to which I agreed with the proviso that 
if it were not used within 12 hours the exclusivity would be void. The Sydney Morning Herald did not run the media 
release. Other major capital city newspapers were likewise silent. It was not as though the media release (see page 7) 
was of poor quality, said anything untrue or was unduly inflammatory. It merely called for people and governments to 
direct money to actual cancer research instead of spending it on superstition. The Sydney Morning Herald journalist was 
herself sceptical and stated that there was a need for balance on this issue. My guess is that her editor did not harbour the 
same opinion. 
 

The Independent Weekly in Adelaide has an internet production each day called INDAILY. The editor asked for an article 
revolving around our media release, which was supplied and published.  It is reprinted on page 7. 
 

I did all the interviews but for one on ABC Radio’s Triple J, which was brilliantly handled by AFA Member Jason Ball.  
Most of the interviewers were on side with AFA opinion although Sydney’s 2UE host at the time, David Oldfield (yes, 
of Pauline Hanson fame) was antagonistic and he actually lost the plot somewhat. The talk-back callers let him know he 
came across as a belligerent bigot. A few callers felt he did nothing wrong. It was an interesting interview, as short as it 
was. David Oldfield cut me off before I could expand the conversation. His attitude was appalling and exemplified the 
fear some folk have of atheism. This comment by Sam on the 2UE website summed up some of the thinking: “Atheists 
do not even believe in themselves. Every one of them I have come across I would label as disingenuous! I have seen 
them perform very, very poorly in business, government and even social situations!”  
Listen here. http://www.2ue.com.au/blogs/2ue-blog/do-atheists-lack-belief-in-anything/20101014-16kjo.html 
 

The interviews extended over about a week, at all times of the day and night and frankly, I was glad when it had all died down. 
 

Channel 9’s 60 Minutes producer contacted the AFA about having someone do an interview in Rome but nothing came 
of it. They did interview Dan Barker of the Freedom From Religion Foundation (FFRF) in the USA though. He was 
great. Unfortunately they didn’t give him much time. (See page 17 for Dan’s write up in Freethought Today, FFRF 
newsletter.) 
 

AFA Member Richard Gill was invited as an audience member on the ABC TV’s, Q&A, hosted by Tony Jones. Richard 
asked the first question. “As a non-believer, the Mary MacKillop miracle extravaganza dismays me and the fact that it is 
taken so seriously by anyone seems to be a big concern for modern society. The allocation of substantial amounts of  
taxpayers’ money to this dismays me even further. Does the panel agree?” 
 

The next question was in similar vein from a Dan Ellis, “If Mary MacKillop was made a Saint after performing two 
miracle cancer cures, does it follow that if a person prays to her and is not cured, should she be stripped of her title?” 
 

These questions certainly had the panellists showing signs of obvious nervousness. I would guess that this unease is not 
the case with the majority of the population to all the hocus-pocus. It is a very good sign for atheism that such scepticism 
is undoubtedly on the increase. I’m sure the Catholic Church feels a little bloodied by the Australian ho-hum response to 
these so called miracles. Mary MacKillop was no doubt a remarkable woman, but the miraculous carryings-on belong in 
the Middle Ages, not the twenty-first century. 
 

Until we meet again, 

HHeretical Happenings eretical Happenings --  

Keeping you in the know.Keeping you in the know. 
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MMedia  edia  RReleaseelease  
Gaps in medical knowledge do not imply miracles 
  

A theist Foundation of Australia President David Nicholls today called for reason to prevail in the frenzy leading up 
to the canonisation of Mary MacKillop and asks that governments and individuals re-direct the money being spent on 
trips to Rome towards cancer research and financial support for cancer sufferers.  
 
“The amount of money that is being spent by individuals and governments on a ceremony to acknowledge a person who 
had been dead for 50 years before she supposedly ‘cured’ someone of cancer, is staggering and completely inappropriate,” he 
said. 
 
Pope Benedict XVI recently announced that Melbourne-born nun Mary MacKillop would be canonised on October 17 
after the Vatican agreed that she had been the cause of two miracles — allegedly curing a woman of Leukaemia in 1961 
and NSW grandmother Kathleen Evans of lung and brain cancer in 1993. 
 
“It must be an embarrassment to many members of the Catholic Church that this kind of mumbo jumbo is accepted as 
reasonable in an age where people are cured of cancer every day, and many cancers go into remission for no discernable 
reason. This does not mean there is no reason, only that the reason is unknown.  What will the RC Church say when  
science discovers the reason?” said David Nicholls. 
 
“It is important to remember that the rules and processes for identifying a saint are not based in science. Science does 
not state that because we do not know, a god did it.” 
 
“The fact that this is taken seriously by anyone is a big concern for modern society. It is not only holding up myth and 
fairytale over commonsense and science, but it is showing such a misguided prioritisation of taxpayer’s money and 
time.” 
 
“One has to wonder at the selection process for curing very ill patients. Why are two people saved and thousands 
not. Do they have less valuable lives in the eyes of a heartless god?” 
 
“Of course it is wonderful that these people experienced a reprieve from a terrible disease, but just because their        
recovery seemed unlikely, does not make it the work of a long dead nun and an omniscient being.” 
 
“I call on everyone touched by these people’s stories to focus their attention on helping other victims of cancer and their 
families, not on witnessing an event that is based on a fairytale concocted by the Catholic Church,” he said. 

The Unreality of the Miracle Idea 
By David Nicholls 
 

T o understand Mary MacKillop’s 
life and her “rise” to sainthood, the 
historical context is very important. 
Mary was born in Melbourne in the 

year 1842. Her father was an           
ex-seminarian who did not quite 
reach priesthood. One of her brothers 
became a Jesuit priest, and a sister       
became a nun. 
 
Those were the days when religiosity 
was dominant in the Australian     

culture, thus ensuring the status of 
women was less than men. The 
choices for a young woman reaching 
adulthood were few — either stay 
home and look after ageing parents, 
get married and produce children, or     
become a nun. With the very strong 
religious influences in Mary’s life, 

INDAILY  
TUESDAY 19TH OCTOBER 2010 

ADELAIDE’S DAILY INDEPENDENT NEWS 
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she chose the latter. 
 
Mary was indeed a strong-willed,  
intelligent person with progressive 
ideas. Clear, rational thinking is a   
characteristic of her life at every stage. 
However, there is no doubt in my 
mind that if she were growing up  
today, Mary would not choose to be a 
nun. It is more likely that such an           
independent attitude combined with 
obvious intelligence would have   
directed the young woman towards 
tertiary education — possibly the  
sciences. 
 
An objective observer could even 
speculate that Mary may have left the 
Catholic Church, as independent 
thinkers are not inclined to follow the 
ideas of others. This trait leads to the 
critical examination of life, and      
frequently to atheism. 
 
In the 21st century, Mary would find 
ample evidence that that there is no 
credible proof for any of the          
supernatural propositions that form 
the basis of religions. She would    
realise that the thousands of gods and 
many thousands of religions are the 
invention of unsophisticated minds 
from a time when an understanding of 
the universe was virtually nonexistent. 
Such supernatural ideas have only 
survived through the indoctrination of 
each generation. 
 
Claims of sainthood need to be      
examined dispassionately. The Catholic 
Church demands that miracles be             
authenticated by a system that sets out 
to find ‘facts’ that will prove an     
assertion, while ignoring facts that 
might disprove it. Worse, unexplained 
events are attributed to divine        
intervention! This is not the way of 
scientific investigation. A doctor stating 
there is no medical explanation for 
the curing of a disease is no different 
from an astrophysicist concluding dark 
matter is inexplicable. Neither asserts 
that the phenomena are miraculous        
evidence of a god. 
 
Lay people are not privy to the    
process of sainthood investigation. 
This is at least grounds to make    
sceptics suspicious of in-house     

findings. As a sceptic, I do not claim 
that miracles do not happen, only that 
there is no trustworthy evidence that 
they do. 
 
If the Catholic Church were serious 
about including the rest of humanity 
in its reasons for accepting miracles 
as fact, it would write them up and 
present them to an accredited scientific 
journal with the evidence examined 
by peer review. That this will never 
happen is a very good indication that 
the Vatican is pulling the wool over 
the eyes of its own adherents. 
 
The Church pretends that the scientific 
method is used in the examination of 
miracles, but, of course, it is not. This 
is a fraud perpetrated on people who 
do not understand the difference    
between the principles of science and 
faith in unsubstantiated dogma. 
 
Mary’s “curing” of two people during 
the last century, when thousands of 
others succumbed to similar illnesses, 
makes those cases statistically      
negligible. There is a long list of   
cancers that can go into spontaneous 
remission although infrequently. That 
medical science does not yet know 
why is understandable. Spontaneous 
remission is impossible to predict. The 
interesting point here is that there is 
every likelihood that one day, with        
improving technology, the causes for 
spontaneous remission will be unveiled. 
 
When that happens the Catholic 
Church will face a dilemma. Will it 
un-Saint the people whose sainthood 
rests on such flimsy evidence? Or will 
it once again fudge the facts and insist 
that their god made it possible for    
nature to work in this manner?  Who 
knows, but it will be interesting. 
 
In 2006, the Templeton Foundation 
carried out a $2 million study that 
concluded there was no statistical     
evidence for the improvement in 
health by people who were prayed for 
than those who were not. A surprising 
finding was that the prayed-for group 
fared worse in the recovery process. 
 
Many who succumb to the lore and 
lure of religious mythology will throw 

caution to the wind and accept stories 
of miraculous cures purely on the word 
of religious ‘authorities’, especially as 
the authorities in this case have a very 
large barrow to push. 
 
A reasonable guess is that a majority 
of Australians dismiss the miracle 
hype as religious nonsense. Given 
that this is the case, the sinister nature 
of the Catholic Church’s motives  
becomes a little clearer. The Catholics 
are not playing to an educated     
population; Australians are but pawns 
in the miracle game. 
 
The influence of all religions,        
including the Roman Catholics, is in 
severe decline in developed nations 
— the bulk of their adherents being in 
the less educated, less politically   
stable, poorer nations of Africa, parts 
of Asia, the Philippines and South 
America. These are the target      
countries where religion, politics and    
culture are inextricably entwined, 
where the Church is the glue binding 
populations to medieval customs and 
outdated traditions. 
 
The Catholic Church is not overly 
concerned what the West thinks of its 
miracle shenanigans, as there are 
enough diehard Catholics in many 
Western countries to keep the       
confusion surrounding divine        
intervention on the boil even if it does 
not increase the flock or, indeed, if it 
decreases it. Shamefully, religion in 
general is making an all-out effort to 
infect malleable minds on parts of the 
planet that are not yet able to defend 
themselves. 
 
Making Mary MacKillop a saint is 
part of an ongoing strategy by the 
Vatican to keep belief in miracles, 
mystery, and gods alive among     
non-critical thinkers, and thus bolster 
their shrinking congregations and     
political  influence. I suggest that if 
Mary MacKillop were alive in today’s 
more enlightened Australia, she 
would be horrified.  
 
 

This article was first published 

in INDAILY 19 October 2010. 
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C ancer Council chief executive Ian Olver claims the 
jury is still out on prayer (“Professor attacks evidence”, 
The Age, 12 October). In reality, the case is well and truly 
closed. 
 
In 2006, the Templeton Foundation funded a $2 million 
study into intercessory prayer and found no statistical     
correlation between prayer and health outcomes. However, 
those who knew they were being prayed for were shown to 
have more complications and issues than those who did not. 
 
Conclusion, prayer either does nothing, or actively kills 
you. 
Jason Ball 

The Age Melbourne                           13 October 10 
 
 

S ome correspondents writing letters today (15 Oct, 10) 
hold the view that without religion there is an absence of a 
‘moral compass’ but for Atheists such as myself I am still 
able to determine what is honourable, honest compassionate 
behaviour etc and have developed a strong sense of social 
justice and responsibility without any reference to a god.  
 
For me, Atheism is the absence of a god/s based on the 
position that there is no credible empirical evidence based 
on scientific paradigms that a supernatural presence exists.  
 
This does not mean science can and will explain           
everything about the Universe. Science may never explain 
‘everything’ but it is the method that is important.  
 
Paul Davies (I hope not the fellow I have met  when he was 
at Adelaide University.) from Morphett Vale may practice 
science but I have to wonder whether he actually          
understands the process and the dictum that a ‘theory is 
only valid until it is disproved’ which is why science is 
always on the move and refining itself.  
 
Because some phenomena remain unexplained does not, by 
default mean that god explains it all.  
 
I feel sorry for those living their lives in a certain manner  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
simply because of the expectation of gaining entry to 
heaven rather than because of a thought through sense of 
virtue.  
 
There are many philosophers who have explored the     
nature of good and evil without reference to a god so it can 
be done. 

John Amadio 

The Advertiser Adelaide                     16 October 10 

 

 

W hat is celebratory about Mary MacKillop is her 
humanism — not her alleged miracles. 

Jason Ball 

The Age Melbourne                           18 October 10 

 
 

K evin Rudd believes in miracles but does not intend to 
“delve down into the various facets and aspects” of that 
belief (“Rudd: I believe in miracles”, October 18). That is 
a pity and a worry, because a little delving would reveal 
that belief in miracles is a belief that all the scientific laws 
on which our understanding of the world is based are built 
on shaky foundations. The law governing gravitational 
attraction or the speed of light or the forces between       
molecules might be suspended by supernatural intervention 
at the behest of prayers. 
 
That those beliefs are held by some people who are not 
prepared to examine the deeper implications may not   
matter much in daily life, but when it comes to educating 
the next generation it certainly does matter. What are we 
going to teach the impressionable young in our schools or 
special religious classes? The ancient imaginary myths or 
the best understanding that centuries of scientific          
investigation have given us? 

John Warren  

Sydney Morning Herald                     19 October 10 
 

LLetters to the etters to the PPapersapers  

The FreeThought Bookshop  

The Rationalist Association of NSW.  

58 Regent St,  

Chippendale  NSW  2008 

Open every first, second and fourth Thursday  
4pm -7.30pm.  
 
Opens on a Sunday night  
6pm - 8pm  

October - December and February - April.  
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S aints and sinners — the Catholic Church loves them 
all. First the saints. At the time of writing all forms of the 
media are full of the story of the canonisation of Mary 
MacKillop. You can’t pick up a newspaper or watch the 
news on TV or listen to the radio without reading, seeing 
or hearing something about it. And the media are fawning 
all over it as though it were something real and important. 
 

I had thought that maybe there would be 
several dozen saints, not really knowing 
anything about it. But after Googling 
“Catholic saints” I got a surprise. There 
are literally thousands of them. There is 
an alphabetical listing, and there are 
roughly 850 under the letter A alone. 
That means that according to Catholic 
doctrine there have been thousands of 
miracles (two for each saint) over the 
years. Strange that no one has noticed 
other than the extremely religious. But 
what on earth are they all doing? Or 
should I say what in heaven are they all 
doing? According to Wikipedia “saints 
are individuals of exceptional holiness”. 
But some of them are patron saints. A 
“patron saint is a saint who is regarded 
as the intercessor and advocate in 
heaven of a nation, place, craft, activity, 
class, or person. Patron saints, because 
they have already transcended to the 
metaphysical, are believed to be able to 
intercede effectively for the needs of 
their special charges.”  
 

So these saints get called upon for special duties. For     
example, you may call upon St Christopher to ensure you 
have a safe journey, or St Luke to improve your health, or 
maybe St Jude, the patron saint of lost causes. But my  
favourite is St Fiacre, the patron saint of haemorrhoids. I 
can picture him, sitting up there on a heavenly cloud,   
waiting for prayers from the sufferers of that painful     
affliction, and occasionally selecting the odd person here 
and there for some temporary relief. What a joy that must 
be, to idle away the endless centuries.  
 

Now for the sinners. Kim Jong Il, the “dear leader” of the 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, can do anything 
he wishes. He is above the law in North Korea, and      
beyond the reach of the law internationally. The same   
applies to other characters in undemocratic countries, such 
as General Than Shwe of Burma or Sudan’s President 
Omar Hassan al-Bashir. But what about western democracies? 
Is there anyone above national and international law there? 

Well there is one — the Pope. 
 

I am part way through reading The Case of the Pope:  
Vatican Accountability for Human Rights Abuse by   
Geoffrey Robertson QC. As stated on the back cover of 
the book “The Case of the Pope delivers a devastating  
indictment of the way the Vatican has run a secret legal 
system that shields paedophile priests from criminal trial 
around the world”. That secret legal system is Canon Law, 
which is the church’s set of rules and procedures for     
investigating misconduct of its members. An example 
from Robertson’s book demonstrates how Canon Law has 
been used to breach national and international law — “In 

2001, the Vatican actually congratulated 
Bishop Pierre Pican of Bayeux for     
refusing to inform police about a       
paedophile priest . . . ‘I congratulate you 
for not  denouncing a priest to the civil          
administration’, wrote Cardinal Castrillon 
Hojos, with the personal approval of 
John Paul II and other senior cardinals,       
including the head of the CDF*, Cardinal 
Ratzinger. This came to light after the 
priest had been sentenced to eighteen 
years for repeated rapes and assault on 
ten boys . . .” 
 

Any organisation, other than the     
Catholic Church, would be brought to 
justice if such blatant violation of the 
law became known. So why has the 
Catholic Church, and its Pope, not been 
brought to justice? The reason is that the 
Catholic Church claims to be and is   
accepted by many countries as a nation 
state. As so nicely put by Richard 
Dawkins “the Holy See’s claim to     
statehood is founded on a Faustian deal 

in which Mussolini handed over 1.2 square miles of     
central Rome in exchange for Church support of his fascist 
regime.” In Robertson’s book he makes the case for why 
the Holy See does not qualify for the status of nation state, 
and how this takes away the protection currently enjoyed 
by the Pope against prosecution for crimes against humanity. 
 

The most striking fact to come out of this sad story for me 
is the complete and utter disregard by the Catholic Church 
for the children, the victims of abuse. Canon Law is     
directed solely at protecting the church and its members, 
saving the sinner and avoiding embarrassment for the 
church, with no consideration whatsoever for the victims.  
 

Give me the saints any day of the week; at least they are 
good for a laugh. 
 

*Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, formerly 
known as the Inquisition. 
 

Dennis Southam is on the AFA Committee and is a  member 

of the Public Relations Team. 

Saints and Sinners 
 

By Dennis Southam 

Haemorrhoid Healer! 
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T o believe in the virgin birth is 
an outward and visible sign of the 
truth in St. Paul’s statement in      
Romans 16:18 Revised Standard 
Version that his Christians are simple 
minded. In modern parlance, a bunch 
of nutters. St. Paul, the founder of 
Christianity, should know if his   
converts are simple minded, don’t 
you think? 
 
One can imagine how the Holy 

Ghost, up there, and using his        
infrequent flyer points, zooms down 
to earth in his heavenly chariot    
emblazoned with the Holy Ghost 
insignia, (a penis rampant and a  
couple of spheres.) With phallus in 
hand he stalks the villages looking 
for the opportunity to impregnate 
unsuspecting virgins. 
 
When I go to heaven I will ask for 
job in the Holy Ghost department. 
Well! It would make a change from 
singing praises and one would get 
the opportunity to travel. 
 
Successive Popes, with not a halfwit 
between them (Romans 16:18,     
R.S.V.),  have managed to interfere 

in the daily lives of us all with the        
cooperation of our (for the most 
part) dim-witted politicians (Romans 
16:18) who, with mouths agape at 
the wonders of magic and the       
supernatural, acquiesce to the demands 
of the Holy See (which is as blind as 
a bat when it comes to human 
rights). The pious hierarchy walk all 
over us ordinary citizens, waving 
their arms in the sign of a gallows, 
their vacant expressions saying it all. 
 
A little tid-bit here. Viewing a bunch 
of cardinals, with their sea of red 
surrounding pale, vacant faces reminds 
one vividly of a mandrill’s bottom. 
 
Unfortunately, due to the “education” 
methods of the religious right (the 
mental abuse of children), we have 
become a nation of non-thinking 
adults. Some have escaped the     
indoctrination but not enough to 
overthrow the power of the callous 
Church. One wonders at the         
mentality of parents who send their 
children to schools who specialise in 
the telling of deliberate lies and the 
mental abuse of their kids. 
 
Making a concordat with the Church 
is tantamount to making a pact with 
the Devil. How many millions of tax 
payers’ money is being spent on the 
concordat between the (Howard)  
Government and the Church’s     
“faith-based schools”? The government 
is not saying. 
 
The public should understand that a 
concordat between the Church and 
the Government will benefit the 
Church alone. They give a dollar to 
get back two. How else did they get 
so rich? 
 
I think it was Richard Dawkins who 
said that organising atheists was like 
trying to herd cats, but the age of 
apathy is showing signs of abating 
and I believe that one day the planet 
will be free of any religion, but not, 
unfortunately, in my lifetime. 
 
Phil Riley is a member of the   

Atheist Foundation of Australia. 

I Believe 
 

By Phil Riley 
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When I was a child, I spoke like 

a child, I thought like a child, I         

reasoned like a child; when I 

became a man, I gave up     

childish ways.  

 
Paul (1 Corinthians 13:11) 

                           

I  was angry with God. Oh boy, was I  
angry with God!  I’m never angry with God 
now. Mind you, if the Christian God did 
exist I’d have plenty of reasons to be     
absolutely bloody furious with him. But I 
no longer believe in God so there’s no 
point in being angry with someone who 
doesn’t exist. But when I was eleven or 
twelve I did believe in God. And on this 
particular day, even though I knew that 
later on I’d have to ask him to forgive me, 
it didn’t stop me from being very cross 
with him.   
 
What was it that made me so angry with 
God? Well, in a nutshell, he had let the side 
down. On Friday, just to tease us, the 
weather had been perfect — giving promise 
of a great day for the Sunday-school picnic 
on Saturday. But when this excitedly-
anticipated day dawned, it was cold and 
drizzling. With the war not long ended, 
there weren’t many events in those days to 
get kids all excited. The Sunday-school 
picnic was one of them — a bus ride to the 
seaside; fruit bun and raspberry cordial on 
arrival; games and competitions (best sand 
castle, treasure hunt); races and a rare    
opportunity for swimming in the sea.  
 
With childhood logic I looked at it this 
way. This was a Christian church         

Sunday-school picnic; not just any old    
picnic. We sang praises to God; we gave 
our pennies to God; we said prayers to 
God; we tried to please God and asked him 
to forgive us when we sinned; we gave up a 
whole day once a week to God and now in 
return he had given us a really rotten day 
for our picnic. That’s gratitude for you! We 
knew God had the power to do anything 
and that he loved us so why had he done 
this to us? There were many days during 
the year that were perfect for a picnic and 
some people who didn’t ever go to church 

would be having picnics on those days. Some people even 
had their picnic on a Sunday, which was a big sin, and 
with fine weather to boot.  
 
So now you know why I was angry with God. Mind you, if 
you think I was just being childish do bear in mind two 
things. Firstly, I was only a child at the time and, secondly, 
even one of God’s favourite Biblical spokesmen, Paul,     
admits to having once been prone to similar behaviour —
”When I was a child. I spoke like a child, I thought like a 
child, I reasoned like a child…” He also went on to claim, 
“…when I became a man, I gave up childish ways.” (1     
Corinthians 13:11) While it is debatable whether Paul’s 
thinking on religious matters did mature with age, there is 
one thing that is not debatable and that is, when it comes to 
religion, a great many believers never cease from thinking 
and reasoning like a child.  
 
Children do not have the stored knowledge, life            
experience or ability for critical analysis to question what 
they are told. So they believe in fairies, Easter Bunnies, 
Father Christmas, Jonah making his home in a whale,   
Jesus walking on water and a place called Heaven. When 
children becomes adults, providing they have learned to 
think and reason like an adult, they will discard those 
things that they now realise are demonstrably                
unbelievable. If they fail to do this it will be evident that 
they are still thinking like a child. 
 
The Bible is unbelievable. It frequently contradicts itself 
and overflows with absurdities, unsustainable claims,   
historical inaccuracies and unscientific nonsense. Yet 
many intelligent people do believe it. These may be people 
who in other areas of their lives do think and reason like 
an adult, using critical, analytical methods — methods that 
enable them to discard many other notions that are invalid 
— yet, paradoxically, still cling to their faith-held         
religious beliefs. While I find this phenomenon of         
inconsistent thought processes in the one person baffling, 
honesty  compels me to admit that I was once one of these 
adults, still thinking and reasoning like a child when it 
came to the Christian religion to which I gave my         
allegiance. I was brought up in a Christian home, went to 
Sunday-school and church and believed what I was told. I 
studied for the ministry and became an ordained minister 
of the Baptist Church. As far as religion was concerned I 
was still thinking and reasoning like a child. Without     
going into details at this point, the time came when I  
eventually woke up to the fact that the Bible was so full of  
nonsense as to be unbelievable and I became an atheist. I 
began to think and reason like an adult. 
 
To demonstrate the validity of my argument that to      
continue to believe the unbelievable is to think like a 

Don’t Use Your Brain – Just Believe 
By Charles Cornwall 
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child, we need to compare the thought processes of a child 
with those of two types of adult — the one who thinks   
critically and analytically and the one who does not (albeit 
often on only one subject — this usually being religion). 
 
As we have already noted, infants have not lived long 
enough to have acquired a storehouse of knowledge or life 
experiences with which to make comparisons with what 
they are told. Therefore, even if they had the ability to 
think critically, it would be an impossible thing for them 
to do on account of them having nothing with which to 
make comparisons or verify the information that has been 
imparted by their parents. So they simply believe what 
they are told. 
 
By the time children become adults they will have        
acquired knowledge and life experiences on many        
subjects. They will now be in a position to think and      
reason critically, make comparisons and check              
information. This will enable them to discard what they 
discover to be unverifiable and incompatible with         
evidence and proven facts. That is, they will cease to    
believe the unbelievable — fairies, Father Christmas, etc. 
The adult is now thinking and reasoning like an adult. 
 
But what of the adult who continues to believe the        
unbelievable? Just how do we classify an adult who still 
believes in fairies and Father Christmas? Without         
understanding the biological or neurological factors       
involved, we would just have to accept the obvious that, 
for some inexplicable and regrettable reason he or she still 
thinks and reasons like a child. Now I ask, are the         
numerous fantastical and absurd stories contained in the 
Bible any more believable than those that fill a child’s 
mind? Or, to put it the other way around, is belief in fairies 
any more fanciful than belief in angels? Is it any more    
believable that Jesus emerged from the womb of a virgin 
than that Father Christmas emerged from the fireplace of a 
chimney? How do we account for those intelligent adults 
who still believe the Bible?  It can only be concluded that 
they are still thinking and reasoning like a child. 
 
Supposing an adult student is doing research on a period 
of history. The student obtains a book on the subject but 
soon discovers that it is often self-contradictory when it 
comes to details about dates, person and place names and 
other facts. Will the student continue using this book as a 
reference? Of course not. He or she will discard it as    
useless. Why, I ask again, is it that many people do not 
behave in a similar rational manner when it comes to     
religion? Despite its numerous self-contradictions they 
continue to believe the Bible. They are adults who still 
think and reason “like a child”. 
 
An infant child’s world is extremely small, it consists of 
itself and its mother and other carers. When it is hungry or 
has a pain, it cries and some one comes to its aid. It can 
have no conception that there are other people and        
circumstances that may also have a call on its mother’s 

time. The infant is, of necessity, egocentric — 
its very survival demands that it should be 
self-centred. As the child grows older it 
gradually begins to dawn on it that there are 
other people in the world and that, as a               
consequence, it cannot always have everything 
its own way — thus the tantrums of the 
“terrible twos”. Even by the age of eleven or 
twelve a child will still exhibit a considerable 
amount of egocentric behaviour.  
 
This childhood thinking and reasoning was 
exactly what made me angry with God all 
those years ago when the weather spoilt our 
Sunday-school picnic. It simply didn’t occur 
to me that farmers may have been desperately 
in need of rain at the same time. Thinking of 
one’s self at the expense of others is but a       
manifestation of thinking as a child. The 
causative factor in children is that they do not 
have the storehouse of experience and    
knowledge or the ability for critical thinking 
with which to think in a fully rational way. 
With children, therefore, it is a perfectly   
natural occurrence.  
 
It follows from this that when an adult who 
does have a storehouse of knowledge and  
experience and the ability to think critically 
but fails to do so, he or she is thinking like a 
child (only in the case of an adult, there is no 
mitigating factor). But it happens. And it is 
frequently in the area of religion that we see it     
demonstrated. Many intelligent people, who 
in other spheres of life do use their critical 
faculties, fail to do so when they continue, 
against all reason and evidence, to cling to the 
religion of their birth. When an adult,       
however intelligent, fails to use his or her 
knowledge and experience and ability for 
critical thinking he or she is thinking exactly 
like a child. An example of a person who 
thinks like a child either is a child or is an 
adult who still believes in God and the Bible. 
  
In a future issue of THE AUSTRALIAN 
ATHEIST I hope to examine some of the    
factors that cause people to temporarily    
abandon their critical faculties and think like a 
child when it comes to the religion of their 
birth. These factors include arrogance,       
entrapment, emotion, reinforcement,          
ignorance, lazy minds and many others.  
 
 
Charles Cornwall is on the AFA Committee  

and is a member of the Public Relations Team. 
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T he following extract is from Robert A Heinlein’s first novel, “For Us The Living” (1939).  
 

“All forms of organised religions are alike in certain social respects. Each claims to be the sole custodian of the essential 
truth. Each claims to speak with final authority on all ethical questions, and every church has requested, demanded, or     
ordered the state to enforce its particular system of taboos. No church ever withdraws its claims to control absolutely by   
divine right the moral life of the citizens. If the church is weak, it attempts by devious means to turn its creed and discipline 
into law. If it is strong it used the rack and the thumbscrew. To a surprising degree churches in [Australia] were able, 
under a government which formally acknowledges no religion, to have placed on the statutes the church’s codes of 
moral taboos, and to wrest from the state privileges and special concessions amounting to subsidy.”  
 

Heinlein deplores the fact that so many laws have their origins in religious dogma instead of being based on            
established facts about human nature and the world in which we live. 
 

For no rational reason, the Australian government has decided to bow to the demands of organised religion and deny      
same-sex-oriented people the right to marriage and the benefits that accrue from it.  
 

In a praiseworthy effort to redress this injustice, there is now a website called The Potential Wedding Album.  
http://www.thepotentialweddingalbum.org 
 

In one section, couples may post their photos, tell their stories and share their hopes. In the other section supporters 
have a chance to post a supportive comment either anonymously or with their name.  
 

Every time a hundred personal stories are posted, they will be printed and sent to the Prime Minister to keep her       
informed of the ongoing injustice.  
 

It is a very attractive site, easy to navigate and already includes two hundred personal entries, one of the most damning 
being where an Australian in Berlin needed a certificate from the Australian government stating there were no legal 
encumbrances to his marrying — normally a formality. He was refused this certificate because he would be marrying 
another man — perfectly legal in Germany. Fortunately, the Germans are more caring of individuals than the         
Australian government and found a way around their law to perform the marriage.  
 

Everyone who cares about the removal of religious-based laws from Australia should visit the site and post a           
supportive comment.  
 

See also: http://sxnews.gaynewsnetwork.com.au/feature/a-thousand-words-the-potential-wedding-album-008043.html 
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Atheist  

 

Short  
 

Film  
 

Seeks  
 

Funds  
 

from  
 

the  
 

Atheist  
 

Community 

P arrot is a short film partly    
sponsored by the Atheist Foundation 
of Australia and under development 
in Sydney. The production company 
Myrtle Street Pictures is currently in 
the process of raising necessary 
funds to see the film into production 
in early 2011. 
 

A Message from the  

Filmmakers 
 

As open and passionate atheists we 
are very proud and excited about the 

momentum that atheism has       
gathered over this last half decade. 
With best selling books, sell out   
conventions, televised debates and 
interviews, enthralling documentaries, 
excellent websites, political campaigns 
and social campaigns atheism is now, 
undeniably, a force to be reckoned 
with and is clearly striking a chord 
with a growing number of people 
across the world. 
 
But while we have achieved great  
successes, our saturation throughout 
all levels of culture is not yet         
complete. The representation of     

atheist stories in popular fiction,     
especially cinema, is sadly behind the 
eight ball. Indeed, examples of atheist 
stories or openly atheist  characters in 
film or television are sparingly few. 
Yet, we know full well that there exist 
many harrowing stories of atheist 
struggle and suffering under           
oppressive religious dogma and many 
inspiring stories of atheist triumph 
against the deluded establishment. So 
where is our Philadelphia? Where is 
our In the Heat of the Night? 
 
We feel that perhaps the industry 
lacks the courage to tackle what is 
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commonly regarded as controversial. 
After all, we atheists are the soulless, 
militant cage-rattlers on an unholy 
war with common morality and   
decency right? But why be afraid of 
controversy? The truth is that      
cinema can and does thrive in it and 
the irony is that cinema is often the 
cure for the prejudice that underpins it. 
 
It is in this way that we would like to 
make our contribution to atheism by 
telling an atheist story on the silver 
screen. We have penned a beautiful 
little screenplay called Parrot, which 
tells the tale of a young man named 
Todd who, amidst the turmoil of 
death within his family, comes out 
as an atheist to his strict catholic  
parents. As a short film it is but a 
humble contribution but we are    
confident that it will touch the hearts 
and minds of atheist and non-atheist 
audiences alike and hopefully,     
inspire other filmmakers, writers and 
artists to explore atheist stories also. 
 

Plot Summary 
 

Todd and his older brother Ed Jnr, 
despite being brought up in a strictly 
Catholic family, have over the years 
drifted away from their faith. But 
their overbearing mother Ruth,          
unaware of their skepticism, still     
enforces a strict religious code upon 
the family, particularly upon Todd, 
who is increasingly fed up with the      
dominance of religion in his life. 
 
When Ed Jnr loses his life in a freak 
car accident the family must confront 
their differences in faith. Ruth is 
shocked to discover that not only 
Todd but also his brother Ed were 
atheists and she casts Todd away. 
Alone and emotionally shattered, Todd 
must find his own way to deal with the 
loss of his brother and somehow patch 
things up with his estranged family. 

 

A Word from David Nicholls 
 

The Atheist Foundation of Australia 
is proud to sponsor ‘Parrot’. It  
epitomises how Atheism can affect 
interrelations in the community. 
Even though it only covers one aspect 
of living with people who are       

religious, its message will reach out 
to others in like situations and 
maybe help bring a positive outcome 
for them. 
  
As the subject is death, a very well 
chosen one in my opinion as it is the 
ultimate time when true emotions 
surface from deep within, the film 
reveals to believers that not even a 
close confrontation with death alters 
the Atheist mindset. It also shows 
the torment inherent in Atheism of 
not wishing to upset loved ones. As 
well as that, even though this may 
not be a majority outcome, it      
demonstrates that religious folk can 
accept an Atheist outlook.  
 
For those of you with spare money 
looking for a worthy cause, I       
recommend you think about helping 
out financially with ‘Parrot’. One of 
the reasons for being in the Atheist 
Foundation of Australia is after all, 
an acknowledgment that Atheism 
offers a way for humanity to        
cooperate and survive. This is one 
way that message can be spread 
without having to lift a finger. How 
easy is that! 
 

How You Can Help 
 

Parrot has been in the script          
development pipeline at Myrtle 
Street Pictures for about a year now 
and in the last couple of months 
great steps have been taken towards 
lifting the story off the page and 
onto the screen. We now have a keen 
and passionate crew consisting of 
very creative and professional     
individuals who are either donating 
their time for free or providing their 
services well below standard rates. 
Many industry suppliers have shown 
their support by offering us deals 
and discounts for top end equipment 
and facilities, the likes of which 
have been used on some of         
Australia’s top feature films and 
television series. The casting has 
recently begun with the assistance of 
established and experienced casting 
professionals and preliminary       
pre-production meetings have begun. 
All looks on track to start shooting 
the film in early 2011. 

There is, however, still one area 
where we need further support: 
funds. Currently over 50 individuals 
as well as the AFA have shown their 
support for Parrot and almost 
$10,000 has been raised. However, 
with a budget of $42,000 there is 
still a long way to go. 
 
If this is a cause you feel passionate 
about then we need your help! You 
can support the making of Parrot by 
donating online at: 
http://www.indiegogo.com/Parrot-
Short-Film 
 
This website will allow you to     
donate via credit card or PayPal.  
 
Please note, as it is an American 
website the amounts donated are in 
US dollars. 
 
If you are unable to pay via these 
methods you can also send a cheque 
to: 
 

Myrtle Street Pictures 
PO Box 700 
Kensington NSW 1465 

 
If you are extra passionate and     
interested in donating a significant 
amount of money but might like   
further information please contact 
the filmmakers:  
parrot@myrtlestreetpictures.com 
 
You can also follow the progress of 
Parrot by the following means: 
 
Twitter 
www.twitter.com/parrotshortfilm 
 
Facebook 
www.facebook.com/parrotshortfilm 
 
Mailing list: 
parrot@myrtlestreetpictures.com 
 
Craig & Emma 
 
 
Myrtle  
    Street       
        Pictures 
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Dan Barker appears on Australian ‘60 Minutes’ 
 

(Freedom from Religion) Foundation Co-President Dan Barker was scheduled to appear Oct. 10 on Australia’s “60  
Minutes” Australia,” the sister program of CBS’ “60 Minutes.” 
 

The program flew him from Maison, Wis., to Los Angeles in September to conduct the interview. 
 

The topic is Australia’s first saint, Mary MacKillop, who will be called St. Mary of the Cross after her Oct. 17           
canonization. (According to reports by ABC in Australia released after Barker’s interview, she was briefly                 
excommunicated by the church in part for exposing a pedophile priest.) Barkers’ comments were generally directed at 
claims of her “miraculous cures.” 
 

The show producers indicated they might play some footage of Barker’s debate last March with Cardinal George Pell of 
Sydney. Read about the encounter, “Atheists loudly, proudly rise Down Under,” May 2010, in FFRF’s extensive       
archives of Freethought Today:  
http://ffrf.org/publications/freethought-today/articles/atheists-loudly-proudly-rise-down-under/ 
 

Reprinted from Freethought Today October 2010 

Obituary 

Peter Plane 

1926 - 2010 

P eter was a long time member of the Atheist Foundation of Australia. He was also the founder and editor of       
Australian Secularists, which produced a quarterly magazine. 
 

Although his physical health was poor for many years, he continued to write and was active in mind to the end. His 
friend and fellow Atheist Foundation member Dixie Lee hoped he would be able to attend the Global Atheist          
Convention, but unfortunately it was not to be. 
 

Peter gave the AFA a very old and much treasured book — The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. Atheists often 
have the best books on religion. 
 

As with many of our members, I did not have a chance to meet Peter in person. I did however talk with him on many 
occasions by phone. He was a gentleman, full of information, with the enthusiasm of a teenager. 
 

He was still writing before his death. One of his final comments in an article on humanity and rationality is quoted  
here. “Superstition and myth permeate human history and is an embargo on rational reason." 
 

Peter died on 17 October 2010.  

Atheist Alliance International Restructure 
 

Atheist Alliance International approved a motion at its 2010 Board Meeting to separate its United 

States and its International operations from  1 January 2011.   
  

With AAI co-sponsoring many international conventions, including its best ever, the Global Atheist Convention  —  The 
Rise of Atheism in March this year, and with plans for more in 2011, it became obvious to the international affiliates 
that they would be better represented if AAI separated.  
  
Atheist Foundation and GAC committee member Tanya Smith was elected to the Board of Directors. Tanya is joined by 
atheists from Canada, Denmark and Ireland, as well as from the USA.  It is indeed a huge accolade to AFA that it has 
one of its members on the AAI Board.   
 

We know that Tanya will be a great asset to the group and we congratulate her on her new position. 
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T he Atheist Foundation of     
Australia was invited to a debate by, 
and to debate, the Western Sydney 
Muslim Students’ Association as 
part of their Islamic Awareness 
Week, to be held at the University of 

Western Sydney. 
 

Two representatives from the AFA 
were required and the two people 
asked were delighted to take up the 
offer. Our first representative was 
Public Relations Team member John 
Perkins, who has on previous occasions 
(including at the Global Atheist    
Convention) given talks on Islam.  
The second person was AFA member 

Hossain Salahuddin, an ex-Muslim.   
 

The debaters on the Muslim side were 
media representative Uthman Badar 
and Muslim speaker and activist    
Wassim Doureihi, both from the    
organisation Hizb ut-Tahrir, which, 
on their website, has as part of their 
aims “…to resume the Islamic way 
of life and to convey the Islamic 
da'wah[1]  to the world. This objective 
means bringing the Muslims back to 
living an Islamic way of life in Dar 
al-Islam[2]  and in an Islamic society 
such that all of life’s affairs in society 
are administered according to the 
Shari’ah rules, and the viewpoint in it 
is the halal[3]  and the haram[4]  under 
the shade of the Islamic State, which is 

the Khilafah State.[5] ” 
 

We were mindful of Hossain’s      

situation, being an Islamic apostate.   
 

In view of this we asked about     
security at the University and we 
were told there was a ratio of guards 
per audience attendees. We could 
also hire a personal bodyguard for 
Hossain if he so wished. After     
discussing the expected number of 
attendees and seeking assurance that 
Hossain and John would be escorted 
safely to and from the auditorium by 

security, the plans were set in place. 
 

AFA President David Nicholls made 
an extensive number of phone calls 
and emails about security, and Mona, 
the person he was dealing with was 
beginning to become a little annoyed 
at his constant questions. Their    
following final exchange, in light of 
the night’s debate, is now somewhat 

irksome. 
 

David 

I have heard various figures on the 

size of the auditorium, so I thought I 

would make sure. Atheists look at all 

the facts.  

 

Mona 

I really do look forward to exploring 

whether or not that assertion      

transpires on the night and beyond! 

 

In the audience on behalf of the 
AFA committee were Michael Boyd 
(Vice President) and Amber Fitzpatrick 
(Committee Member). Amber offered 
to do a review for us, and she and 
Michael arranged to meet at the 
event and sit together. This proved 

to be a good decision. 
 

The next morning Hossain sent an         

email notifying us of the previous 

night’s events.  
 

Well, what can I say, It was a pretty 

interesting and tough night. The 

crowd was extremely hostile. Two 

people were thrown out of the hall. 

One guy said since I [Hossain] am a 

black man, therefore I shouldn’t     

believe in evolution, Darwin was a 

racist etc . . .   

 

The hall was pretty full, however 

they arranged the females to sit on 

the right-hand side and males to sit 

on the left! John objected to this  

discriminatory arrangements at the 

beginning of his speech.  

 

It was also very nice to see a few 

atheists in the audience.  

 

As you predicted, our opponents were 

pretty good at evading our questions. 

All they tried to argue was that    

something can’t come out of nothing, 

the universe needs a God to begin in 

the first place. We categorically     

refuted both these arguments, but it 

seemed that the opponents and the 

audience put their fingers in their ears 

and went la la la . . .   

 

I personally think we did well at the 

start, but I could have done better 

during Q & A. Almost all questions 

were directed towards us and our 

opponents pretty much sat there and 

watched, as we answered question 

after question from a very hostile 

audience.  

 

John did very well; he was very calm, 

A Preview of Events 

by Lee Holmes 

The Great Debate 

2010:  

Should God have a 

place in the  

21st Century? 
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clear, composed and articulate. It was 

difficult for me to remain calm, as the 

comments coming from the audience 

were pretty nasty.  

 

Frankly, I was concerned about our 

security all the time while sitting 

there and was thinking how we were 

going to get home at the end of the 

debate – and I think that reflected on 

my performance during Q & A.  

 

However, given the audience, I    

personally think we did pretty well. 

It will be interesting to watch the 

video and see how it really went.  

 

David, I want to thank you for     

proactively arranging the security 

for us. They were very professional 

and courteous, escorted us out of the 

hall safely and even followed our car 

until we were off campus. It was very 

nice to see those guards in orange 

vests after a very tortuous night.  

 

John Perkins also wrote.  
 

Back safe and sound. 

 

Wassim started off in quite a        

polemical and dismissive way, which 

got my back up a bit, so in my reply I 

felt I got a bit more strident in my 

tone of voice than I intended, but 

maybe no one noticed it. 

In my talk I tried to concede as much 

to them as I could before beginning 

the “attack”. I think that was a good 

idea. [Editor: John began his night 
saying “First, I would like to      
apologise in advance in case what I 
will say may shock some of you. It is 

not my intention to offend anyone.”] 
 

Talking to others afterwards, I think 

we agreed on this: If anyone thinks 

that Islam is not going to be a real 

problem in the future, think again. 

 

The i r  v i ews  as  so  f i x ed ,                   

so challenging, they can’t help it. 

None of the atheists who heard this 

one will ever forget it. Someone at 

the back challenged my statement 

that Mohammad was the leader of 

an insurgency. I did reply to it but 

I’m not sure of the order of events. 

He was starting to get a bit             

aggressive. The last thing he said was 

“Islam will conquer the world”. Then 

the whole Muslim audience cheered!  

 

One thing I remember near the end 

of the debate: Hossain said to me “I 

hope we get out of here OK.” I said 

“If they did anything to us it would 

make headlines all around the world”.  

 

I think maybe Wassim was worried 

about that, as he kept trying to calm 

them down. 

Then Amber phoned. Her experience, 
and to an extent that of Michael’s 
was more worrying than what Hossain 
and John went through as you will 
read in Amber’s report. Michael 
turned into her proxy bodyguard   

waiting for the taxi to arrive. 
 

Amber was so hyped at what had 
occurred that instead of going home, 
she went into a café and had a strong 
Irish coffee. At the time of speaking 
with Amber, she had only slept a few 

hours. 
 

The organisers of Western Sydney 
Muslim Students’ Association have 
had no contact with the AFA       
following the debate. There were 
comments made on their Facebook 
page and Forum, with many people 
embarrassed at the aggressiveness of 
their fellow Muslims. Others, though, 

thought it fair and balanced. 
________________ 
 

[1] Missionary work for Islam 
[2]  House/abode of Islam 
[3] proper or legitimate 
[4] legally forbidden by Islamic law 
[5] Caliphate 

 

A very poor quality video of the  

Debate can be seen here.   

http://vimeo.com/15478607 

Review  
 

By Amber Fitzpatrick 
 

I t was with a sense of optimism that I approached the 
auditorium on campus at the University of Western       
Sydney. It’s not often that we have devout religious    
leaders or representatives ready and willing to commit to 
robust debate on whether their god exists, and if their sets 
of ideals are still relevant in the 21st century. However, 
we would soon find out that this was not exactly what the    
evening was going to provide. 
 
At the entry point, I and other women were instructed that 
we should sit only on the far left side of the auditorium — 
unless we were accompanied by a man, in which case we 
could sit in the middle. The restriction did not apply to the 
unaccompanied men, who had access to the prime seats. 

Begrudgingly I smiled and headed towards my allocated 
section. 
 

Looking around the room it was clear that the atheists 
were vastly outnumbered (by about twenty to one). I was      
disappointed but decided that so long as the debate rested 
on reason and rationality, and focused on evidence (as it 
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was advertised in the invitation: “join as the speakers   
deconstruct the issue of whether the existence of god can 
be proven rationally”), then it would be a rewarding     
experience for everyone. I was genuinely interested in 
what the Islamic leaders had to say. 
 
As an introduction, the organisers screened a video       
promoting Islam. The video painted Islam as a peaceful 
way to stretch humanity across the globe — a solution.  
 
As the debate kicked off we heard all the things from the 
Muslim debaters that you might expect, including: 

“Secularism also gave birth to liberalism, which 
gave birth to individualism. Atheism is nothing but 
glorified narcissism.”    
“The West has been exporting the breakdown of 
society, the family unit and the exploitation of   
children.” 
“No atheist or secularist or libertarian should even 
dare to hold their head high given the history of the 
twentieth century.” (I was wondering if these guys 
and the Pope had been swapping notes in blaming 
us atheists for Nazism and the rest of it.) 

 
Then there were a few that we didn’t expect such as: 

“Atheism is a relatively new ideal.” 
“Mankind is not in a position to decide its priorities 
in life, and its values in life.” 
“The victory of secularists and atheists is indeed a 
victory that has been achieved. But it is a short   
victory and there is no denying that. But this is a 
blip in the course of humanity.” 

 
I was pleased to hear at the start of the debate that we had 
prevailed! But it was merely a throw-away statement in 
which Uthman Badar was again linking the world’s     
current problems to the faithless, and was a calling to   
Islam to change the status quo. This sentiment ran like a 
current though his entire address.  
 
What the Muslim debaters really focused on was that   
Islam offers structure in the lives of people and            
communities (just as all religions aim to control the 
masses with their narratives and values, many               
discriminatory and outdated). The Muslim team stated:  

“Atheism does not provide a particular model on 
how to systemise your life and has only given rise 
to only two things: liberalism and totalitarianism.”  
“A discussion of atheism is irrelevant because it 
doesn’t inform us of how life is organised today.  
Whether it was secularism or state sponsored    
atheism, life [in the twentieth) century was an     
unmitigated disaster.” 

 
And then, as I watched Uthman Badar speak, something 
more insidious became apparent. It wasn’t the words    
being spoken by this man, there wasn’t anything factual or 
scientific or profound being presented. It was the sharp, 
direct, authoritative and disciplinary tone with which he 

was delivering his message. It was hundreds of years of 
the same practice on display here, in this auditorium. 
 
The single most disturbing thing that I was confronted 
with from this display was just how weak a community 
can become when indoctrinated from birth, and          
brainwashed monthly, weekly or more regularly. Just how 
ingrained these false truths can become is frightening.  
 
The Atheist speakers did not have ammunition of this   
nature: they spoke truthfully and factually, and posed   
excellent questions to the audience in a tone that was    
respectful and honest. It was not well received. The       
Muslims in the audience seemed to effectively block out 
or dismiss almost everything said by the atheist debaters 
(as we later saw at question time), while erupting with 
shouts and clapping each time the Muslim debaters      
aggressively yelled out a religious statement or a verse 
from the Qur’an.  
 
Our atheist debaters spoke of the contradictory nature of 
stories in the Qur’an and identified passages that were  
scientifically incorrect.  
 
Wassim Doureihi for the Muslim side stated that “They 
may appear to contradict, if so we will seek to reconcile 
them.” Dr Perkins pointed out that the Qur’an stated that 
the sun orbited around the earth.  Wassim replied that 
whatever translation he used was incorrect. Wassim’s 
translation of this was then clarified “He created the sun 
and moon, each of them moving in orbit . . . it says     
nothing about the Earth. If you don’t know Arabic, don’t 
go trying to understand interpretations of a text that is 
written in the highest form of Arabic.” The crowd erupted 
with cheer, but it sounded to me like the second          
translation still mentioned the sun in orbit. 
 
Hossain Salahuddin, our second Atheist debater, asked the 
Muslim side about a verse of the Qur’an that states that a 
woman’s testimony in court is only worth half that of a 
man’s. Uthman Badar responded with a multitude of    
sentences that did not answer the question. I was so      
perplexed by them I was almost tempted to write them all 
down here –– but it would have been a spectacular waste 
of space. The only thing he said that had any relevance to 
the question was “What you are in effect doing is seeking 
to judge Islam. On what basis are you seeking to judge 
Islam or any other value system? My understanding of 
this –– which is pretty plain –– is that he was accepting of 
the verse, and we were not to judge this by today’s       
standards. 
 
As question time began, we were subject to more theatrics 
of the type that we had seen from the Muslim debaters. 
Questions received from the floor to the Atheist debaters 
were mostly rhetorical and included a great deal of abuse.  
 
Throughout the course of the evening, three Muslims had 
to be forcibly removed by security. As a woman in a room 
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which seemed dominated by aggressive men, and being on 
the side to which so much anger was being directed, I   
began to feel a deep sense of intimidation and concern for 
my safety.  
 
I decided not to let the intimidation prevent me from    
asking a question that I wanted answered.  I wanted to 
know why these people –– given that they could not       
produce any credible evidence of the existence of their 
god –– would believe that a god would create a world with 
the perfect conditions for war, violence, hatred and       
suffering –– given that God is all powerful. While the  
Muslim debaters welcomed my question, they reminded 
me that, although God existed, evil could still exist, and 
that this suffering was likely a test for humankind. It 
(suffering, war etc.) was mostly the fault of the West, 
Wassim Doureihi said. As the next abusive Muslim        
audience member was removed, he singled me out and 
made me aware that I was the problem. 
 
As the debate ended every member of the security team in 
attendance swarmed on the stage to surround the Atheist 
debaters, and proceeded to escort them from the building 
and to their vehicles. I later heard that the security people 
even provided a convoy off the campus to ensure that the 
debaters travelled safely out the gates, which was         
appropriate given the audience’s behaviour. 
 
That left us with only one problem, that the rest of the 
Atheists, including myself (now highly visible since     
asking my question), were left in a room of seriously    

angry and riled up people. 
 
Michael and I were instantly approached by several groups 
of people. They began asking us questions. They genuinely 
wanted answers from us, but it was overwhelming and 
uncomfortable. One man asked if I truly believed that 
Muslim women were subjugated. I was reluctant to give 
an honest answer, but I did my best at striking a happy      
medium to protect my safety. I had heard from another 
woman Atheist that some of the Muslim women           
organisers ran after her, and apologised for the behaviour 
of the “brothers”. She told the women she thought it was 
violent. They insisted it was just passionate.    
  
It was awful having to cross the unlit university campus in 
complete fear. Michael reminded me that the feeling I had 
was probably no different from what millions of women in 
Islamic countries felt every day under authoritative,      
misogynistic regimes. 
 
The debate was a disheartening display of how dangerous 
the world’s religions can be in positioning people against 
each other. Hearing about plans for an Australian Islamic 
Caliphate, and who would and wouldn’t be recognised as 
citizens (depending on their faith) was unnerving. The 
loudest cheer that came from the audience that evening ––
delivered with a standing ovation –– was in response to a 
call from the floor “Islam will take over the world.”   
 
Amber Fitzpatrick is on the AFA Committee and is a     

member of the Public Relations Team. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I attended the debate last Thursday 

evening 16 September, as part of the 
Islamic Awareness Week. 
 

I went with an open mind and was 
willing to try and understand their 
way of life, however, any hope of 
trying to understand them soon went 
off the agenda of what’s possible. 
 

On arrival in the foyer of the      

auditorium where the debate was to 
be held, I was told that women had 
to be seated on the right side of the 
auditorium and men on the left. 
 

I felt like asking why? But respect 
for their request kept me silent (it 
was their show, and we were the 
guests) — however, as I entered the 
auditorium I decided to sit in the 
middle of the rows instead (other 
western women and men were doing 
likewise). 
 

First up we were treated to a video 
on the big screen depicting how   
Islam is the answer to the world’s 
problems. Towards the end of the 
video along with all the disasters 
befalling the world, a huge picture of 
Richard Dawkins’ head was shown 
(supposedly he may be their idea of 
the anti-Christ). 

It was pretty obvious right from the 
start that we atheists were held in 
contempt, and as the evening        
progressed animosity towards us 
became much more evident. 
 
The first concern raised by our    
debaters was the segregation of the 
sexes to which the Islamic side    
replied that it is merely a case of 
sensibilities and modesty — just as 
we have his and hers toilets. Dr John 
Perkins replied “But this is an    
auditorium, not a toilet”.   
 

John Perkins then went on to     
question why in the Qur’an it states 
that a women’s testimony is only 
worth half of a man’s testimony in 
court. 
 

Wassim Doureihi from the Muslim 
side refused to answer the question 

Reviews from Atheist Foundation Members 
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— degenerating into yelling        
abusively at Perkin’s audacity as to 
question ancient Holy Scripture and 
claiming that we have no idea how 
to translate Arabic properly. One of 
NonStampCollectors cartoons came 
to my mind at that point (when       
Yahweh screamed:  “Friggin      
translators!!!” when questioned by 
his angels). 
 

They accused our side many times of 
mistranslations (every time they  
didn’t want to answer our questions). 
 

At one point a Muslim man stood up 
and started shouting abuse at our 
debaters yelling: “You say we come 
from gorillas!! You say we come 
from gorillas!!” I took one look at 
him and thought he would be the 
biggest  evidence that was true — as 
he was very, very hairy (you could 
hardly see his face anyway, he didn’t 
need a burka). 
 

The more loud and abusive they  
became as Dr Perkins and Hossain 
Salahuddin tried to use reason and 
quiet debate the more I realised how 
impossible the whole thing 
was. Even after we told them that 
their whole faith is based on a non-
existent person (Abraham) they were 
not shocked to hear that (as a normal 
reasoning person would be) they just 
carried on with their fanatical     
ranting (Allah be praised etc., etc.). 
 

Dr Perkins pointed out that all     
people grow up to believe what they 
are taught as children i.e. children 
from Christian upbringing grow up 
as Christians, Muslims brought up as 
Muslims grow up with that belief, 
etc. and that should cause alarm 
bells to sound in one’s reasoning for 
a start. But logical reasoning was not 
on their agenda I’m afraid. 
 

I was growing quite afraid when 
some of the Muslim men started 
yelling “We will have an Islamic 
state!!” and felt intimidated by the 
violent atmosphere as we were 
grossly outnumbered. 
 

One Indian lady in the audience 
stood up and stated she was not a 

Muslim or an atheist but wished to 
pose a question that was: “Could 
man have created God instead of 
God creating man”. After which all 
hell broke loose. I made my way to 
her and as we both felt intimidated 
and were discussing walking each 
other to our transport when a Muslim 
lady came over and apologised for 
the “Brothers” behaviour towards the 
guests. 
 

I called it violent, but she preferred 
to call it “passionate”. 
 

Jenny   
  

It was very good. We arrived and 

entered via the closest entrance, as 
you do; but, we were accosted by a 
group of females who said that we 
must enter from a different entrance. 
Religions like to be different and 
demonstrate that they are different 
[in order to justify their existence], 
even if it means how we must enter 
an Auditorium at an Australian   
University, in Sydney, in 2010. One 
well dressed young Muslim man 
tried to justify why the audience was 
required to follow this directive, by 
stating during Question Time, that 
there are different toilets for males 
and females. Dr Perkins immediately 
replied: “This is an Auditorium, not 
a toilet”, which resulted in rapturous 
laughter considering the crowd was 
approximately 80 to 20 percent  
Muslim-biased.   
 

At that time, I asked the Panel: “Is 
your faith or doubt, genetic or 
caused by education, such as from 
this University…or…[looking 
around with hands in the air]…this 
toilet” — obviously, I was picking 
up from the previous comment, but 
the audience was far too tense by 
this time. My question was ignored 
by the affirmative team, but Dr    
Perkins proceeded to address it. The 
same young man re-entered the     
Auditorium after leaving earlier and 
broke into fundamentalist mode, e.g. 
he shouted something like all      
non-Muslims are monkeys. Another 
fundamentalist shouted that “  . . . 
one day Muslims will take over the 

World”. This comment drew the  
biggest applause and cheer, but 
caused a Caucasian-looking man to 
leave with a young boy [possibly his 
son], in disgust. 
 
Another impatient fundamentalist 
from the audience shouted and       
referred to Hossain as, “you’re 
black”. The adjudicator asked him to 
be respectful but he then attacked the 
adjudicator by saying, “you must 
also be an Atheist”. As he left, he 
also verbally abused a young woman 
who had previously asked a question 
about why there is so much cruelty 
and poverty in the World; she also 
identified herself as a member of the 
Atheist Foundation. 
 
I wrote on the feedback form:                      
“Question Time — the first question 
[asked by Hossain] was not answered 
—  disappointing. The crowd was 
very angry instead of being proud.”  
I placed the form in a bag held up 
high by one of the organisers. My 
friend said that as I passed, the    
organiser immediately pulled it out 
and read what I had written. 
 

Darryl 
 

To be honest it was infuriating. 
 

The Muslim side, while they were 
obviously very intelligent people, 
were quite judgmental, hypocritical, 
and frankly, said some very stupid 
and misleading things about atheism. 
The vast majority of the audience were      
Muslim and apparently thought it was 
a football match, thinking it         
appropriate to boo, laugh at and 
heckle the atheist speakers. I left 
before the Question and Answers 
because I couldn’t stand anymore 
misinformed criticism being thrown 
at the very composed and rational 
atheist side. 
 

During the ‘cross-examination’ the 
Muslim side brought out the       
politician in them and flatly refused 
to answer the very reasonable    
questions the atheist side asked 
them, on the basis that ‘atheists 
don’t have objective morals and are 
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Not Just a Religion 

By Hossain Salahuddin 

A re we too worried about Islam? Or are there reasons 
to be concerned? 
 
Islam as a religion is unique. Unlike Christianity or     
Buddhism, Islam is not a “personal” religion and it has 
very little spiritual aspects within it. It is a practical      
religion with a very strong political dimension attached to 
it and we should be concerned about that particular part. 
 
History tells us that Islam has always been associated with 
political expansion and that is where the concept of Jihad 
or holy war comes into play. The Qur’an and Hadith    
repeatedly say that nothing is greater, so far as goodness 
goes, than Jihad in the name of Allah. In these scriptures 
Muslims are repeatedly commanded to engage in Holy 
war and are promised unlimited reward in the afterlife if 
one becomes a martyr in a war for the glory of Allah. 
Most Muslims think of Islam as a universal religion and 
they hope some day the whole of humanity will       
embrace it. 
 
It  is  not  hard  to  see  why  we  should  be  concerned at  

 
least about the political aspect of Islam. 
 
But what about the concept of God in Islam? Does that 
have anything to do with the political output? I think so. 
The God of Islam, Allah, is an unalterable,  unchallenging, 
tyrannical authority. He is regarded as the great celestial 
dictator in heaven and we are subject to his constant     
surveillance. He is supposed to be watching our every 
step, recording even our most intimate thoughts, and at the 
same time demanding that we turn into his unconditional 
slave. In fact, Islam and freedom are two opposite words 
with opposite meanings. Islam literally means submission 
to Allah’s totalitarian authority without question. It seems 
to me that radical Muslims are keen to create a mirror  
image of the celestial dictatorship on Earth. Could the  
tyranny in the Middle East be a direct influence of this 
inherent belief? 
 
I think this concept of God is an insult to human dignity. It 
is primitive, psychopathic and vicious. Even if he existed, 
I would still find it immoral to submit to such a God. 
 
Muslims are not wrong in claiming “Islam is the complete 
code of life”. In a personal sense, Islam does try to     
penetrate every phase of life; the sole purpose of Sharia 
law is to control the religious, social and political life of 
humankind in all of its aspects. While all other laws are 
human and constantly evolving, Sharia is divine and     

therefore not able to judge Muslim 
values’. That was the answer given 
every single time, even when the 
question asked had nothing to do 
with morals. They simply kept     
refusing to answer because as 
they repeatedly said, they were well 
above the level of atheists’ mind 
power. They seemed to think that 
repetition of irrelevant propaganda 
would distract the audience enough 
for them to forget they were        
supposed to be answering a very 
simple and direct question. And it 
worked. The wilful ignorance of the 
90 percent Muslim crowd was        
obvious, and saddening. The great 
points the atheists brought up were 
ignored or small irrelevant mistakes 

were nitpicked. Both signs of   
someone knowing they have been 
proven wrong. 
 
One thing that was particularly     
disgusting and slanderous, was when 
the first Muslim speaker said that the 
speakers should all keep to the point 
of the debate (‘Should god have a 
place in the 21st century?’) and not 
to bring up past wrongs of organised 
religion (crusades, inquisition, witch 
trials, Islamic totalitarian regimes). 
This quite reasonable sentence was 
immediately followed by the       
sentence (and I quote) “secularism 
and atheism is Nazism.” I literally 
laughed. Apart from the fact Nazis 
were Christians, that comparison is 

so absolutely insulting, unfounded, 
and completely hypocritical.  
I think there is a poetic irony in the 
way he said secularism and atheists 
are Nazis. Oh and don’t worry — 
soon after he condemned bringing 
up evils of the past because they are 
not related to the question at hand, 
the communist regime was brought 
up. Almost in the same breath in fact. 
 
All in all his ramblings just acted as 
yet another distraction from the    
debate’s original question. A good 
technique really, but sadly, the   
Muslims in the crowd just went 
along with it. 
 

Jess 
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immutable: human intelligence cannot criticise it; it must 
be accepted without any doubt and question. A true        
Islamic society must adhere to that code. 
 
Most Muslims claim that the strength of Sharia is in its 
very inalterability and it is the ultimate answer to all past, 
present and future problems. The acceptance of Sharia 
among Muslims seems to be the acceptance of a very 
tightly controlled society without any hope of  individual 
freedom. This implies that the Islamic belief system is  
inherently totalitarian in nature. Jihad and Sharia are two 
ultimate tools of Islam’s control mechanism. 
 
Intolerance towards non-Muslims; inequality between man 
and woman; religious, social and financial restrictions for 
non-Muslim citizens; acceptance of slavery and polygamy; 
barbaric punishments like chopping off limbs and public 
beheading are some of the features of Sharia. These laws 
were passed down over a thousand years ago and they 
have not changed since then.  
 
But the most disturbing thing is that Muslims are proud of 
the fact that these laws did not change for so long. Islam 
forbids reformation and Muslims feel proud boasting that, 
unlike the Bible, the Qur’an did not go through different 
editions and versions; it is pure, holy 
and untouched. 
 
No sensible person would suggest that 
every Muslim is a fanatic. Millions of 
Muslims live their lives peacefully and 
have nothing whatsoever to do with 
the Islamic terrorism. However, many 
Muslims are living in denial,          
consciously or unconsciously, about 
the inherent incompatibility of Islam 
with modern values. They are not 
helping their cause by ignoring the problems within their 
belief system. It is almost fashionable among Muslim 
apologists these days to blame the West for every evil on 
this planet. This is nothing but a pathetic attempt to sweep 
the problem under the rug.  
 
In the last thousand years the West has progressed a lot, 
but the Islamic law and its world view is stuck in the    
medieval desert. For generations Muslims have been stuck 
with it as well and they need rescuing. So it is not          
surprising that there is hardly any intellectual progress in 
Muslim societies. How can there be progress if they regard 
their scripture as eternal truth and the final solution for all 
the problems? Progress requires change; Islam is          
unchangeable, or at least that’s what Muslims tend to   
believe. 
 
How can we best deal with Islam without alienating   
Muslims even more? It is a hard task for the progressive 
secular front, especially after the disastrous war in Iraq. 
There is no easy answer. But, one thing is certain; it is a 
war of ideas and should remain so. Let us encourage to 

create a culture of open discussions, arguments, reasoned 
debates on Islam and ensure that participants from all 
sides can contribute without any fear of persecution or 
intimidation. 
 
When dealing with Islam, we must treat it not just as a 
religion but also as a totalitarian belief system. It is crucial 
to get the priorities right and address the issue at the very 
beginnings, which is after all, childhood indoctrination. 
Stopping the growth of Islamic faith schools, investigating 
their teaching methods and curriculums, and promoting 
free, equal, secular public education would be a very good 
starting point. It is also important to make sure we get the 
balance right. We should not be politically correct and we 
should not be afraid to criticise Islam. At the same time, it 
is important not to be xenophobic or paranoid about it. It is 
concerning that in some countries this issues has been  
hijacked by political groups to fulfill their own political 
agenda. Sensational acts like banning minarets and the 
burka or burning the Qur’an only confuse the issue, which, 
aside from the barbarism, is essentially an intellectual one 
and should be dealt with intellectually. While there are 
reasons to be concerned about the problems of Islam, let’s 
be mindful not to compromise civil liberty and the very 
spirit of enlightenment and egalitarianism which sets us 

apart from anything totalitarian.  
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My Atheism 
 

By Nigel Sinnott 
 

A n alternative title for this article 
would have been “What Atheism 
Means to Me”. I have chosen “My 
Atheism” because it is shorter, and it 
still emphasises that I do not claim 
any proprietary or one-and-only correct 
definition of atheism. I regard myself 
as an atheist because my answer to 
the question “Do you believe in God?” 
is simply no. I have, by the way, been 
an atheist since about 1954. 
 

The words atheist and atheism come 
(through French athéisme) from the 
Greek ‘άθεος (atheos), meaning 
without (or denying) god, godless, or 
(rarely) abandoned by the gods. It 
consists of the prefix ‘α-, equivalent 
to the Latin in- and non- and English 
un‑ and -less, signifying without, 
free of or the absence of, and θεός, 
god (Latin deus). 
 

Atheism, then, is lack of theism, of 
belief in a god or gods, although  
philosophers sometimes distinguish 
between theism, belief in a personal 
god (particularly one who still     
affects the physical world),           
especially if supernaturally revealed; 
and deism, belief in a divine        
principle or creator god, but who 
does not normally interfere in the 
ordinary world and the affairs of 
people. Just to complicate matters, 
deism is sometimes used in the sense 
of believing in a supreme being as a 
result of reasoning instead of from 
revelation. In these senses I am both 
an atheist and a non-deist. 
 

In Western cultures, at any rate, 
atheism is generally taken to mean 
disbelief in the Judaeo-Christian (or 
Abrahamic) deity God, a title     
transmuted into a name for Yahweh,   
Jehovah or El, called Allah by    
Muslims. A long time ago Christians 
were regarded as atheists because 
some denied the existence of the 
gods and goddesses of Greece and 
Rome (while others regarded these 
deities as demons), but almost     

nobody uses atheist and atheism in 
this sense any more. Modern atheists 
do not believe in the god of      
monotheism (God) and, as a rule, 
they usually disbelieve in the        
supernatural altogether. 
 

It is, I think, important that we do 
not allow ourselves to be led astray 
by straw-man or Aunt Sally        
definitions of atheism concocted by 
people who dislike atheism and want 
to discredit it. For example, atheists 
do not have to “believe in” an entity 
called “no God” in order to qualify 
as atheists. Atheists do not have to 
“prove” that “no God” exists or that 
God does not exist. Indeed, when 
asked to prove that God (Jehovah, 
Yahweh) exists, the usual theist 
fudge is to tell us that we have to 
have “faith” instead — as if wanting 
proof is disrespectful. Many atheists, 
myself included, simply do not 
“believe in”, in other words we lack 
faith in the religious sense (of a 
strongly-held emotional conviction). 
Another fudge is to argue that you 
“can’t be an atheist” unless first you 
know all there is to know about the 
universe. No, you do not have to be 
omniscient to be an atheist;          
omniscience is an alleged characteristic 
of God and occasionally of some of 
the self-important people who claim 
to be God’s agents or spokesmen on 
earth. 
 

Similarly you do not have to “know” 
or be absolutely sure that God does 
not exist. As our perceptions of   
ourselves and the outside world are 
made through our imperfect senses, 
we cannot be sure of anything in an 
absolute sense. I am as sure as I can 
be that I was conceived and born, 
that I exist now, and that I will die; 
but — in high theory, at any rate — 
all of this could be an illusion or  
delusion. But I operate on the      
reasonable assumption (to me) that I 
exist, that the external world exists, 
and that I can usually make sufficient 
sense of the world to survive and 
make my way around in it. 
 

One of the main reasons I do not 
believe in the entity called God is 
that an omniscient, omnipotent and 
all good deity seems a manifest   

absurdity when I can observe a 
world around me that is full of     
misfortune, suffering and injustice. 
And I am singularly unimpressed by 
the sophistry that suffering and    
injustice are the result of “free will” 
given by God to human beings.   
After all, much of the suffering is 
not connected with human beings. 
And in any case, God, being        
omniscient, would be well aware of 
the consequences of giving free will 
to the human race. 
 

I am also unimpressed by the notion 
that God wants us to “believe in”, 
love and worship him. Why? An 
omnipotent deity would be, by    
definit ion,  invulnerable and         
self-sufficient, and could not be 
harmed or threatened by anything 
that mere mortals do. A jealous,   
unhappy or angry god is not         
omnipotent. And a good and        
omnipotent god would not be in the 
least distressed because I or          
anyone else does not “believe in” or 
love him. I am reminded of the  
eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher, 
David Hume, who wrote that “It is 
an absurdity to believe that the Deity 
has human passions and one of the 
lowest of human passions, an       
appetite for applause.” 
 

Despite all the spin of modern     
theologians to reinvent or to redefine 
God in terms such as “Love” and 
“the ground of our being”, the     
demanding, loving, punitive god of 
conventional religion still sounds 
suspiciously like a Bronze Age  
Middle Eastern warlord or absolute 
monarch, particularly when his    
followers claim he and they have 
been offended or treated with         
insufficient respect or subservience. 
Indeed, we should not lose sight  
during the semantic sleight-of-hand 
performances of religious orators and 
writers that one of the essential  
functions of conventional religions is 
to provide power, prestige and   
privilege for the people who run      
religions. 
 

Religious authoritarians often insist 
that their so-called sacred beliefs be 
treated with respect. I maintain that 
people’s rights are entitled to respect, 
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including the right to hold seemingly 
foolish notions; but religions are not 
— repeat: are not — entitled to special 
respect, nor is any ideology, opinion, 
belief or theory. So it is the duty of 
all with backbones who care about 
freedom of expression to oppose 
blasphemy laws.  
 

It is also important not to fall for the 
nonsense that you cannot be ethical 
or moral unless you believe in God. 
The Greek philosopher Socrates once 
asked: “Is something pious because 
the gods like it, or do the gods like it 
because it is pious?” (the Euthyphro 

dilemma). I understand morality as 
the capacity to make ethical         
decisions and to act wisely on them. 
Human beings are social animals, and 
our brains probably have an innate 
capacity for moral decision making, 
which is nurtured when we are young 
by seeing others, especially parents, 
acting ethically. In other words, I  
suspect example is probably better 
than preaching or prescription. Doing 
something “because God says so” is 
not really morality, it is obedience, 
and members of criminal gangs can 
be loyal and obedient to the gang’s  
psychopathic leader. The excuse that 
“I was only obeying orders” gets scant 
respect nowadays, and rightly so. 
 

While discussing atheism I probably 
need to consider agnosticism as well. 
Again, there seems to be no            
universal agreement on exactly what              
agnosticism means. 
 

The word agnostic was coined by 
Thomas Henry Huxley in 1869 from 
a-, non-, without,  and the Greek 
word γνωσις (gnōsis), knowledge or 
a judicial inquiry, but later used in 
European philosophy to signify   
special knowledge of mystical,    
supernatural or esoteric wisdom 
(hence the sect name Gnostics).   
Today agnostic usually signifies 
someone who is uncertain or       
noncommittal about the existence of 
God, though it can also be used of 
people who are uncertain of other 
matters. Further, it can mean     
someone who claims that nothing is 
or can be known about the existence 
of God or of anything other than   
material phenomena (denial of    

gnōsis in the sense of supernatural 
revelation). 
 

However, for Huxley agnosticism 
meant “not a creed but a method”, 
namely, “in matters of intellect,   
follow your reason as far as it can 
take you without other considerations. 
And . . . do not pretend conclusions 
are certain that are not demonstrated 
or demonstrable”. 
 

I do not regard myself as an agnostic 
in the popular modern sense of 
someone who is not sure if God   
exists or not. I regard the god of 
monotheism, God, as a monstrous 
absurdity, and am comfortably     
confident that such an entity exists 
only in the imaginations of the    
faithful. I regard the existence of 
other gods, goddesses and minor  
supernatural beings as so remotely 
unlikely that I can presume they do 
not exist — and, strangely enough, 
no one seems to demand that I must 
be one hundred per cent convinced 
that Mars, Odin and Diana do not exist.  
 

As for the notion that nothing can be 
known about gods or the supernatural, 
well, if supernatural beings did exist, 
I can see no reason why they should 
not communicate with mortals from 
time to time. Why should they be timid 
or perverse and want to hide themselves? 
 

If magic and supernatural beings 
really did exist, their existence 
should be one of the most blazingly 
clear and obvious things in the world 
around us. Instead, we are told that 
we have to “believe in” God, and 
that, despite the absence of evidence, 
to doubt his existence is a “sin”. It all 
sounds like a very, very large      
confidence trick, although I do not 
doubt the sincerity of very many 
people’s religious faith. But why the 
need for indoctrination, particularly 
of children? 
 

Yes, I might conceivably be wrong 
about gods and the supernatural, but 
were I ever to be persuaded that a 
deity or deities existed, I cannot 
imagine that this would cause me to 
subscribe to an authoritarian ideology 
like orthodox Christianity or Islam. I 
dislike all totalitarian ideologies, 

whether theistic or otherwise,       
because they lead to oppression and 
injustice. And I certainly do not need 
the bribe of heaven or the threat of 
hell to make me strive to be a decent 
human being. 
 

I regard atheism as true, and for that 
reason well worth speaking up for, 
particularly when I consider the vast 
quantity of effort, money and       
resources that is still spent on       
promoting, funding and following 
theistical religions. However, being 
an atheist does not mean that I have 
a key or answer to all the great   
questions of philosophy, like how 
did the universe begin — or did it 
begin? But telling me that God made 
the universe by magic really tells me 
very little, and begs a host of other 
questions. I do not know whether the 
universe had an ultimate origin, but 
the mystery for me is that anything 
exists at all (rather than does not  
exist), and god-talk does not dispose 
of this. 
 

Furthermore, being an atheist does 
not automatically make me wiser or 
more virtuous than other people.       
I can be clumsy, hasty, foolish      
and fallible. I commend to my fellow   
infidels the semi-facetious but very 
i n s i g h t f u l  w o r d s  o f  t h e                   
nineteenth-century English radical 
M.P., Henry Labouchere: “The mere 
denial of the existence of God does 
not entitle a man’s opinion to be 
taken without scrutiny of matters of 
greater importance.” 
 

Quite so. But I maintain that atheism 
is still a matter of great importance, 
and it needs its champions, just as 
freedom does. According to the 
Book of Psalms (14:1 & 53:1), “The 
fool hath said in his heart, There is 
no God.” But wise and good men 
and women do more than keep their 
opinions just in their hearts and to 
themselves: they have the courage to 
speak out when necessary, to stand 
up and be counted. 
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